
 
 

2017 POP-UP BUTCHER SHOP HYPER-LOCAL BUTCHER  
PROGRAM & OUTLINE 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
COCHON555 has been hosting whole pig breakdowns at events for over seven years now. From the Four                 
Seasons to the Ritz-Carlton, from the middle of best vineyards in the world to classrooms at the Culinary                  
Institute of America. We were the first to spotlight butchers at events, and as a result we have seen public                    
awareness about heritage breed pigs and the art of butchery increase. Our model has established a new                 
platform for viable conversations between the butcher, farm, chef, educator and consumer to occur.  
 
After being in the dark for nearly 40 years, the conversation has helped put the spotlight back on honest                   
food producers and people looking to make the journey to the source for flavorful food. Together with media                  
and a 20-city North American tour, we continue to educate about the benefits of supporting responsibly and                 
honestly raised animals.  
 
The Cochon555 Tour has established relationships with every top name culinary school in every major               
market. Students have enjoyed working in front of thousands of people breaking down whole animals with                
well-known butchers. Over the course of eight years, butchers and schools have worked together to raise on                 
average $1,500 per event, the highest was $3,800 in Boston 2013 with the support of an auctioneer. Over                  
the lifespan of Cochon555, the tour has raised more than $500,000 for charity and culinary schools. Moving                 
forward monies raised from the Pop-Up Butcher Shop will benefit Piggy Bank. 
 
The money raised will directly cover development expenses for Piggy Bank, our farm-in-the-making, fully              
devoted to raising heritage breed pigs and to gifting those same animals to small family farms in need.                  
Funds will be used for building fences, hiring staff, raising piglets, and collecting and posting business plans                 
to the website in 2017. Click here to visit www.Piggy-Bank.org, please read the Strategic Foundation and                
watch the video. 
 
This nonprofit foundation is a genetic sanctuary and Missouri farm established to provide free genetics to                
emerging family farmers. Piggy Bank’s platform is built upon the idea of Open Access Agriculture (OAA). In                 
the name of transparency and solidarity, farmers donate their business plans and, in exchange, are granted                
access to a database comprised of powerful resources and information including sales tactics, scientific best               
practices, retail and chef connections, among much else. By cutting at this event, you are playing a very                  
important role in the creation of new farms and raising fences for safer food. 
 
Piggy Bank is a physical farm made up of 10 genetic towers, each tower consisting of 9 pigs for a total for                       

90 heritage pigs living and breeding together. Second, this agricultural marvel of endangered breeds will               
produce approximately 600 offspring each year that will be gifted with purpose, never to be sold. Gifting                 
includes assisting new family farms with herd development, supporting existing farms challenged by disaster              
and sending roaster pigs to culinary schools for educational research testing. Breeds on the farm will include                 
conservancy-listed species like the Mulefoot (critical), Large Black (threatened) and Hereford (watch),            
amongst many others. Thank you for joining the movement and supporting an open source agriculture               
system for safe family farming. 
 
Brady Lowe – Founder 
 
 



 
 

LET’S GET STARTED! THE POP-UP BUTCHER SHOP 
 
With roots in every market, Cochon 555 Founder Brady Lowe identified the opportunity to build a student                 
experience that creates the ability to pass down experiences and knowledge from student to student, before                
and after graduation. The program is meaningful and focused in helping students land jobs post graduation,                
starting conversations during interviews and building relationships in the market place. The Pop-Up Butcher              
Shop adds value to student life, while benefiting the farmer. Together we are building awareness and                
supporting the honest food movement. We promote people who care about the conversation of whole               
animal utilization, heritage breed pig farms and great butchers. In the past seven years, the tour has raised                  
over $250,000 for culinary schools with the butcher shop program. Going forward, all money raised during                
the Pop-Up Butcher Shop will benefit Piggy Bank, a genetic sanctuary for heritage breed pigs. You are part                  
of this movement!  
 
CHANGE IS THE FUTURE! 
  
Cochon 555 events roll through town once per year, but this does not stop students from running the                  
Pop-Up Butcher Shop year round. Students running this program can raise money for their school, they just                 
need an internet connection and a butcher willing to do a demo. The Pop-Up Butcher Shop can build                  
long-lasting relationships and arm students with the social tool kit needed to succeed in today’s culinary                
landscape. Before and after graduation, we see this program as a win-win for all involved. Here is what you                   
will need. 
 
THE BASICS: WHAT IS NEEDED 
 

● LEADER AND TEAM 
● FINANCIAL GOAL 
● FINDING AN AUDIENCE 
● THE DEMO 
● THE BUTCHER 
● PRE-DEMO MEETING 
● THE CUT LIST 
● MEAT VALET SYSTEM 
● RETAIL PRICING  
● SAFETY  
● STAFFING [4] FOUR CULINARY STUDENTS  
● THE DETAILS: WHAT YOU NEED 
● BUTCHERING SYSTEM 
● MEAT VALET TAGS  
● THE BANK 
● FLOORPLAN  
● TRANSACTION LOG  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

LEADER AND TEAM  
 
First, to start the Pop-Up Butcher shop, you have to identify someone as the leader of the demo, denoted                   
later in the document as the Protein Manager. That is someone who wishes to take charge of the demo,                   
ensuring everything is done according to this document and that there is active communication with the                
Cochon team member or butcher. After the identification of the leader, a team of at least 3 students should                   
be gathered - Event Manager, Butcher Assistant and Retail Manager - to assist in the running of the Pop-Up                   
and making the work of the butcher smoother. The exact job responsibilities are listed in this document, for                  
your review.  Additionally, establishing a goal can be very helpful too.  
 
FINANCIAL GOAL 
 
The goal of the Pop-Up Butcher Shop is to raise money by selling cuts of the animal with a butcher while                     
educating the consumer where our food comes from. The Cochon 555 Farmer Directory can provide               
students a resource for looking for butchers and farms around the country. The Pop-Up Butcher Shop has                 
the potential to raise over $20,000 for a school in one calendar year with the right team and leader. Doing a                     
quick spreadsheet can provide a financial landscape to follow. Start with a $700 pig cost and a goal of                   
$2,000 in sales, then multiply it by 4x, 10x, 20x depending on your schedule to host these year round with a                     
team from school. This allows you to see the potential this program has to raise money for charity. In 2016,                    
we added the Fire Sale, which helps us combine gifts to raise potentially $5,000 per event. 
 
$4,000 $3,300 X 17 = $56,100/annually  
-  $700  
$3,300  
 
FINDING AN AUDIENCE  
 
Find pork happy audiences. They can be at Farmers Markets, culinary centers and demo kitchens like your                 
school, Whole Foods, Viking Culinary Art Centers, Williams-Sonoma and Butcher Shops. The goal is to               
market to high-traffic locations and attract interactive audiences that watch, participate with questions and              
most importantly, buy meat to take home. The goal: to extract as much interaction from the guest while                  
maximizing the value of the animal, closing with a sale and placing meat in the guest’s possession or meat                   
valet system for later pick up post event. 
 
THE DEMO 
 
A butcher will cut, with the aid of students, a whole pig. The cuts of the animal will be put onto sheet trays,                       
like in a butcher’s display case, in front of the cutting table. The cuts will be marketed in a live setting,                     
labeled, wrapped and sold and then held in the Meat Valet system until claimed by the purchaser at the end                    
of the event.  
 
Sourcing animals is not easy, feel free to use the Cochon555 Directory online at cochon555.com/contact,               
you can also reach out to intern@cochon555.com. Additionally, ask local Butchers, visit farmer's markets or               
ask chef buddies in your area. You are looking for whole heritage pigs; head on, toes on, skin on at about                     
160 lbs. hanging weight, which is about 200 lbs. on hoof; aka “160 lbs. slaughter weight” or “200 lbs. on                    
pasture”. The reason you want to ask for a heavier pre-slaughter weight pig is to account for the 30-35%                   
loss after the organs are removed and the blood is drained.  
 



 
 

THE BUTCHER 
 
The butcher will lead the demonstration with the assistance of [4] students. The butcher has 65 minutes to                  
complete the demo. All the meat needs to be sold and wrapped in 90 minutes. Trust us, it can be done by                      
following this step-by-step guide.  
 
PRE-DEMO MEETING  
 
The butcher and students should review the cut list before the first incision of the animal. This pre-demo                  
helps the students follow along and explain to the audience what is happening. The meeting should include                 
(1) Butcher, (4) Student Aids and (1) Cochon555 representative (if available). Once the butcher walks the                
students through the cut list, the Cochon555 team member will then explain how the cuts are labeled, how to                   
transfer names of cuts and weights to retail tags, how to market and sell meat through the valet system. The                    
Butcher and the Cochon555 team member will also give a short explanation concerning how to move the                 
meat to sheet trays, how to display the finished cuts, wrapping the meat and safe handling of the meat until                    
the Meat Valet. In case a Cochon555 member is part of your off-site demo, please disregard.  
 
THE CUT LIST  
 
The butcher will need to provide a cut list in advance. It needs to include a breakdown of to follow. The cut                      
list should illustrate how to maximize whole animals in a restaurant, butcher shop or retail case. Each animal                  
should have a retail goal of raising $2,000. Maximizing the potential of the cut list is the goal for the butcher.                     
The goal for the students is understanding the cut list, identifying the cuts, wrapping the meat and selling it                   
to the audience for the goal amount. The students, with the aid of the butcher for reference, can sell                   
the meat at any price if the customer is willing.   
 
MEAT VALET SYSTEM 
 
The goal of the meat valet system is to provide a point of motivation for guests to feel comfortable and be                     
encouraged to make a meat purchase. Sales fluctuate or decrease when things look unorganized, so it is                 
important to work with the butcher to eliminate concern and increase organizational performance. The              
purpose of the meat valet system is to help you keep things looking nice and organized while guests enjoy                   
all the event has to offer. Guests will purchase meat and you will hold it until the end of the event, so that                       
they can continue their experience. Just like a coat check, they pay you for meat, you hold their meat until                    
they come and claim it at the end of the event. For this system, you will need a cooler and ice packs, all of                        
which are listed later in this document.  
 
RETAIL PRICING  
 
Below is an example of prices the butcher will provide for the event. If any guest is willing, they can                    
purchase the whole pig for $2,000, with all the proceeds benefitting the culinary students. The butcher will                 
then custom cut the pig per guest instruction. Otherwise, the first cut on the board is half of the pig for $900,                      
if a guest is interested in buying a half an animal, the Event Manager will accept payment, and the butcher                    
will proceed to breakdown the other half of the pig as planned. The last half, will be a personalized, custom                    
cut session between the butcher and buyer. If a butcher provides a cut list, please round to nearest $5                   
increment, example $12 per pound is $15 per pound and $17 per pound is $20 per pound.  
 
HERE’S EXAMPLES FROM PAST EVENTS 



 
 

 
CUT PRICE COOKING TAG 
Whole Pig $2,000 CUSTOM CUTTING 
Half Pig  $900 CUSTOM REQUESTS  
Baby Back Ribs $20 per rack SMOKE 
Back Fat $10/lb. CURE 
Belly Chops $15llb. GRILL 
Belly, bone-in $15/lb. BRAISE 
Belly, boneless $15/lb. CURE - SMOKE 
Belly, skin-on $15/lb. CURE - SMOKE 
Belly, skin-off $15/lb. BRAISE 
Bones $5/lb. ROAST 
Butt Shoulder, bone-in $15/lb. SMOKE 
Butt Shoulder, BRT $15/lb. ROAST 
Caul Fat $10 SOAK 
Coppa $15 each CURE 
Ears $10 pair BOIL - FRY 
Flat Meats $20 SEAR 
Ham, bone-in $10/lb. ROAST 
Ham, boneless $10/lb. GRIND 
Cure ham $80 each CURE 
Prosciutto Ham $100 each CURE 
Head $30 BOIL 
Jowl $30 pair CURE - SMOKE 
Kidney $10 pair SEAR 
8-Bone Loin Roast $15/lb. ROAST 
Loin, bone-in $15/lb. ROAST 
Loin, boneless $15/lb. GRILL 
Loin Chops, bone-in $15/lb. GRILL 
Loin Chops, boneless $15/lb. GRILL 
Picnic Shoulder, bone-in $15/lb. BRAISE 
Picnic Shoulder, BRT $15/lb. ROAST 
Porchetta $80 - $120 each ROAST 
Rib Chops, bone-in $15/lb. GRILL 
Rib Chops, boneless $15/lb. GRILL 
Scraps $0 (gift to Butcher) SCRAPPLE 
Shanks $20 pair BRAISE 
Shoulder Chops $15/lb. GRILL 
Skin $10/lb. BOIL - FRY 
Spare Ribs $20 per rack SMOKE 
Stew Meat $10/lb. STEW  
Tail $10 each BOIL - FRY 
Tenderloin $25 each GRILL 
Tomahawk Chop $15/lb. GRILL 
Trotters $10 pair BRAISE  
 
SAFETY 



 
 

 
Food safety is of the utmost concern during the Butcher demo, and should be held in high regard for the                    
comfort of the guests. Guests will not be motivated to purchase meat if the conditions of the station are not                    
clean and organized. Guests will never purchase meat if it is warm-to-the-touch, this indicates meat spoilage                
has begun. To avoid bacterial growth, ensure meat is not held in the 70 degree temperature range for more                   
than 90 minutes. There are several ways to combat this: 1. Keep meat out of direct sunlight (if outdoors), 2.                    
Limit amount of time on the demo table, and 3. Work in slightly refrigerated/shaded area, if possible, 4. Take                   
advantage of the cooler and ice pack system as part of cooling rotation. If keeping the pig out of direct                    
sunlight prior to the demo is unavoidable (i.e. if you are at a farmers market), make sure to fill clean                    
trash-bags with ice and place them in the cavity of the animal; remove right before demo.  
 
During the demo, the butcher will do their best to break down the animal in a time-efficient manner, giving                   
the students ample time to sell the meat. Here is where being active with the audience comes into play; get                    
them involved, show the guests what is going on, encourage them to ask questions and more importantly,                 
buy meat. As soon as a guest purchases a piece of meat, get it recorded, wrapped, labelled and placed in                    
the cooler; ensure the cooler has ice packs inside and the lid is kept closed. More questions equals more                   
sales.  
 
Safety practices should continue even after the demo is over, proper safety and sanitation during breakdown                
is crucial. Cutting boards should be scraped of all meat products, scrubbed with lemons and salt and then                  
scrubbed with hot soapy water. If you do not wish to use lemons and salt, another form of sanitation should                    
be used to kill any leftover bacteria on the boards, i.e. a sanitation solution of at least 150 ppm. During the                     
Meat Valet, where guests pick-up their purchase, encourage them to place the meat into refrigeration as                
soon as possible.  
 
 
NOTES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STAFFING [4] FOUR CULINARY STUDENTS  
 



 
 

[1] Protein Manager 
 

● Order & arrange for arrival of the pig  
● Keeps pig cool until demo  
● Keeps cut pork out of danger zone during demo 
● Confirm the butcher arrival 
● Acquire the butcher cut list 

 
[1] Event Manager  
 

● Transfer cut list to Paper Retail Tags 
● Numbers all Retail Tags in consecutive order 
● Talks to buyers, sells meat and handles all money 
● Visually documents the event for school (photographer) 

 
[1] Butcher Assistant 
 

● Lines up Paper Retail Tags, according to cut list on sheet trays 
● Works with butcher as they finish cuts, transfers meat to display trays 
● Places meat under the Retail Tag according to placement on sheet trays  

 
[1] Retail Manager  
 

● Works with event manager to sell meat 
● Confirms buyers name and price is written on Retail Sale Tag 
● Places sold sticker on reserved piles of meat 
● Managing information input to the Transaction Log when meat is purchased 

○ Gather guest name, cut purchased, number of packages and the price (use Meat Valet              
Tag)  

○ If guest paid at that time, check off the paid column, if not leave blank  
○ Once guests are ready to pick up purchase at Meat Valet, first check if they have paid, then                  

proceed to mark that they have picked up their purchase  
● Informs the event manager what is still available for sale 
● Following the close of sales, photographs the raw meat on trays  
● Following sales, wraps all cuts of meat and places in bag 
● Places bag in consecutive order in cooler 
● Manages Meat Valet until all the meat is gone 
● All unclaimed meat, name & number should be shared with Event Manager 
● All buyers should be located, leftover meat is given to butcher 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE DETAILS: WHAT YOU NEED 
 



 
 

Below is a table denoting a list of equipment needed to run the Butcher Shop at any location, with an                    
estimated cost for each item. Keep in mind this cost will be initial, once all the items are purchased, the cost                     
per event will decrease. For the sake of today’s event, we will provide everything on the list.  
 
Equipment  
 

WHAT DESCRIPTION QUANTITY APPROX. COST 

6 ft. Industrial Table on wheels 1 $170 

6' x 30' Table with linen 1 $60 

6’ x 18” Table with linen 4 $40 

Sheet Trays Full 6 $12 

Williams-Sonoma Board 20 x 15 2 $50 

Dump Bucket for meat scraps 1 $5 

Trash Can 32 Gallon with liners 1 $10 

Butcher Paper  1 rl $25 

U-Line Brown Paper Bags  50 $50 for 250 

Meat Valet Tickets  50 $10 

Lysol Wipes  1 $4 

Rags Clean up towels 25 $10 

Bench Scraper  2 $5 

Salt Box  1 $3 

Cash Box make sure there is a bank to start 1 $10 

Toothpicks little bag with yellow tops on them 1 $1 

Butcher Tape Wheel  1 $10 

Butcher's Twine  1 $2 

Butchers Tape Roll  1 $1 

Scale  1 $25 

Meat Valet Cooler blue 1 $25 

Gloves medium/large 2 box $10 

Plastic Ice Packs  10 $20 

Scotch Pad / Scrubbies  4 $2 

Sanitation Bucket  2 $5 

  TOTAL APPROX. COST $515 

 
Ingredients  
 

INGREDIENT DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

Pig Heritage Pig 1 ea (150 lbs) 

Salt Kosher 1 bx 

Lemons For Acid  10 

 
 
 
BUTCHERING SYSTEM  
 



 
 

Prep-work: 
 

1. Make sure butcher station is set according to the floor plan provided in this document  
2. Setup meat valet system with cuts for demo (consult butcher cut list) 

a. Fill out meat valet tickets (more details listed below)  
b. Prepare cooler  

i. Cooler should be clean and dry  
ii. Ice packs should be in freezer 

c. Make sure you have a bank 
 
Service:  
 

1. Assist butcher in anything he/she may need during demo 
a. Sell cuts to guests  
b. Pull associated meat valet ticket, flip ticket over and write guest’s name and price on ticket,                

then wrap and place into cooler for post-event pick-up  
 
Closing-work:  
 

1. Determine sold meat:  
a. Money is counted + put in cash box + given to C555 team member  
b. Ensure all sold cuts are labeled + wrapped + ready for pick-up  

2. Clean cutting boards:  
a. Use bench scrapers to remove all meat products 
b. Scrub + sanitize boards (bring to dish area)  

3. Set-up station for Meat Valet  
a. Have transaction log with guest(s) information  

i. Make sure to check if guest has paid before giving the meat away  
ii. Once payment is confirmed, check off they have picked-up  

b. Have all meat in coolers + Uline bags for carrying  
4. Sheet trays: remove all meat products + butcher paper  
5. Scrub + sanitize + dry blue cooler for repacking 

a. Inventory all items that need to be placed back into cooler: blue BUTCHER cooler should               
contain the following items: 

i. 1 ea Black Sharpie 
ii. 1 cnt Wipes 
iii. 2 ea Bench Scrapers (metal) 
iv. 1 ea Cash Box 
v. 1 ea Butcher Tape Wheel with 1 rl Tape 
vi. 10 ea Ice Packs 

b. Once inventoried + cleaned return to the production room  
6. Have a C555 team member check station before leaving + hand in any notes 

 
 
 
 
MEAT VALET TAGS 
 



 
 

Once you receive the cut list from the butcher, set-up the meat valet system. First, fill out the meat valet tags                     
according to the provided cut list. To fill out tags write cut name in the space provided, consult butcher if                    
unsure. The next line denotes cut weight and price per pound, as you will not know the cut weight until the                     
demo begins, please leave a space followed by an X and then the cost per pound, the blank space will later                     
be filled with the cut weight (should look like this ____ X $10/lb.). Skip the cost section blank for now, and on                      
the last line, write a cooking note to help guests understand what particular cooking method works best for                  
that cut: braise, roast, cure, etc. 
 
When the butcher cuts a particular piece of meat, pull the meat valet tag and place the cut on scale to get                      
weight, round to the nearest 5 increment to make calculations easier, example 4.2 lbs. is 4.0 lbs. On the                   
same line as the price per pound, write the cut weight in the blank space in front of the X, example: 4.0 lbs.                       
X $10/lb. On the next line, calculate the total cost, write in large, easy to read print. Then, flip the tag over                      
and write total cost of meat and guest name. This tag will be taped to the wrapped meat and placed in the                      
cooler for guests to pick-up post-event.  
 

 
 
THE BANK  
  



 
 

1. Obtain cash envelope from Cochon 555 Team Memeber 10 minutes before demo begins   
a.  Envelope = $100  

i. 10 x $1 = $10 
ii. 6 x $5 = $30 
iii. 4 x $10 = $40 
iv. 1 x $20 = $20  

2. Record all meat sold in transaction log below  
a. Include: 

i. Name 
ii. Phone Number 
iii. Cut  
iv. Package Quantity 
v. Price  
vi. Paid - check off if paid or not  
vii. Picked-up  

3. At the end of the demo make sure to count the money in cash box (should equal starting $100 +                    
meat sold)  

a. Record under total MEAT SALES  
4. Meat Valet: when guests come to pick-up meat - make sure to check off their name on the                  

transaction log  
a. Meat can be picked up at the end of the event  

 
MEAT SALES: (record cash box information here)  
 

1. TOTAL SALES for all meat sold = $__________________ 
 
FLOORPLAN 

 
 
 
 
This is a working document, feel free to write ideas and questions on the back of this sheet, share with us at                      
farms@cochon555.com. If you are interested in internship opportunities, please reach out.  
 
TRANSACTION LOG FOR MEAT PURCHASES 

mailto:farms@cochon555.com


 
 

 

NAME CUT PACKAGE 
QUANTITY 

PRICE  PAID 
 (✓) 

PICK-UP 
(✓) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 


